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The transition rule F of a cellular automaton may sometimes be regarded as a “rule of 
growth” of a crystal frcm EL “seed” W. A study is made of the iterates o, Fw, F*w, . . . . For 
certain growth rules F it is pro;c*ed that when w is “sufficiently large” the seqxxx~ PW 
“converges” to a rational pglytope W. The limiting shape W depends only on E 
1. hsliiiiiiiiiiid 
A cm@z.mziion o is an assigns ,rt of zeroes and ones to each lattice point of an 
n-dimensional grid. A transition rule F assigns a new configuration FW to the 
configuration ti in a locally determined manner. (Exact definitions are given in 
Section 2.) The problem considered in this paper is that of describing the result 
Fpti of p applications of .F to w. 
There is a natural partial order on the set of configurations. The transition rule 
F is ordered if for all w, o s FU and, whenever w s T it follows Fo G Fk 
If W is a compact convex subset of R”, we say that the sequence F% 
approaches the shape W if there exist compact convex sets X and Y in R” so FPo 
lies between X+pW and Y+ pW; more specifically F% will assign one at least to 
each lattice point lying in X+pW and zero at lemt to each lattice point outside 
Y+pW. Thus, if W has interior and p is large, RW looks very much like pW. 
Our major theorem is the following: 
‘mzem 6.4. Let F be an ordered transition rule. Then there exist a conuex 
conrpact polytope W, depending only on F, and a finite configuration y so that. 
whoever w is finite and y s o, it follows that FPw approaches the shape W. 
The theorem is suggested by analogy with the growth of physical crystals. It is 
well-known that crystals tend to grow toward preferred shapes. If 1: describes the 
growth rule of, a crystal, then W would be this preferred shape The shape is 
independent of the initial seed W, as long as the seed exceeds 2 certaiv minimum 
size. In our theory, W turns out to be a raf %nal polytope, in agreement with the 
well-known Law of Rational Indices for physical crystals. 
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Ti.is paper is a major extension of Willson [6] In that paper an analogue of 
Theorem 6.4 was obtained und~r the additional as:umptiùn that, roughly, difficul-
ties al corners aed edges could be ignored. Thi~ paper introduces a systematic 
mechanism for dealing with these edge effects. 
The techniques of the:: paper are thooe of convex analysis. Freqœnt use is made 
of addition of polytopes and OÎ relations 1between a polytope X and its polar dual 
X*. In particJlar, edge eftects of X are effectively handled by dealing with 
X + Y* where Y is a suitably chosen polytope. 
Ir. Section 2 we give exact definitions and fundamentals. In Section 3 we define 
the shape W which turns out to beth,! ,:miting shapeW of Theorem 6.4. We 
prove W is a ration.al polytope (Tbeotem 3.10) and we prove that any given 
rational polytope may he similarly associated 'with sorne ordered transition ruie 
(CoT(,lIary 3.13). 
In Section 4 we introduce the notion of a proper polytope. Intuitively, a proper 
polytope is one for which there are no edge effects. A dual notion of proper* 
polytope is technically oonvenient. We show (Corollary) 4.Hl that proper* 
polytopes exist and (Proposition 4.5) if X is proper* then X* + À y is proper for any 
polytope Y, except possibly for finitely many numbers À. This is the basic 
technique for eliminating edge effects. 
In Section 5 we introduce several ways of measuring the size of polytopes. The 
relevant idea is hew close together disjoint faces may lie; volume and diameter 
are irrelevant. Tht~ major results needed are (Proposition 5.6) that X + Y is large 
when X and Y are; and alro (Corollary 5.10) that the notion has appropriate 
eeometric meariing. 
In Section 6 we prove convergence to the :,hape VI. Roughly, the mmimal seed 
'Y is a suffidently large copy of W made propcTas in Section 4. 
In Section 7 we extend the results so as to obtain Theorem 6.4 dropping the 
hypothesis that w:!i!S: Fw. The idea is to de al with the graph of F 
Sorne simple examp1es may be found in [6]. 
The relevant physics literature ha:, for the most part been confined to cale; , . 
tions c;f the "e<juilibrium share" W by means of the cak.ù.us of variations or .he 
BTÜnn--\1inkowski ine{Juality. The reader may find a ShOlt history in [3, fc> Anote 
4] and furthe~ '"eferences in [6]. The problem of convergence to the shapr W-the 
main problem in this paIXr-has been ignored. In [6] there is a discussion of the 
physical meaning of somt;: of our hypotheses. 
2. Fund8lD4~ta1s 
i'lOtatiotJas. Let n he a pos;tive integer; Rn = Euclidean space with st.mdard inner 
product (a,b)=E'=lCl;b,:or a=(aj, ... ,a..), b=(bb ... ,bn)ERn ; jai==.J(a,a) 
for aEll"; S"·-l={VER~ :jvl=l}; Z=thc set of aU integers; Z"=the set of 
n-tuples of ir.tegers r-~garded as a slJbset of Rn; R+ = [0, (0); Zj2 = {a, l}, a set with 
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t,i$ i&mthts; ‘(Z/2P = c set of n-tuples of zeroes and ones; if K c Rn then int K 
36 %he interior of K, Bd K is the hcun&ry, cl K is the closure. 
“;~~~~~~~~~~ )&&notes the ~&ctj,~~ of #I maps 0 from z” to z/a. me suba 
j <) il-’ -,$w.:: ‘.f -’ i _*.I ;[’ / 
~of:~G;$+?~&$@ng%f @l ‘&al% w iuch that w(u) = 0 for all but finitely many tr E Z” 
> wi_li$6 &%%ed 9”. An Glement o E 9” is called a configu&on. We interpret a. 
.\ c&f@r$@xr geometrically as a pattern of zeroes and. ones on an infinite 
&me&onal checkerboard or grid. 
” / If, X is a’&bset of R”, we shall denote by X+ the element of &” defined by 
X’(U) = 1 if and only if v E X, for v E Z”. Thus 0’ = 0. 
A trunsifihz mle on 9’ is a map F: & * @ subject to the following conditions: 
There exist finitely many vector!! r,, . . . , rk E Z” and a function f : (z/2)k + z/2 
so that 
(1) whenever o E &, then Fw is tlefined by (Z%)(u) = f(w(v + tl)r . . . , o(u + rk)) 
for all uEZn; 
(2) P(O,O,. . . ,O)=O. 
We shall always assume rl = 0. Note that F induces a map from 9’ to 9”, which 
we also label F. The collection of vectors {rl, . ..4 rk} forms the neighborhood for 
IF:; the function f is the defining function. 
If o is a configuration, we interpret ,F~J ax the result of growth from o in one 
unit of time; Fro = F(F’%) is the result of growth from w in r units of time. 
We impose a partial order on &” as fbllowx If o, T E @“’ then o s T if and only 
if o(2))G T(V) for all v EEn. 1 +ere we mean that 0 s 0, 9 G 1, 1 s 1, but 16 0. 
Defm&ion 2.2. The transition rule F on 9’ is ordered if 
(1) OSFO for all wr@; 
(2) wheneve r o s 7, it follows Fo G FT, for w, 7 E&C It is easy to see that F is 
ordered if and only if its defining function f has analogous propet ties. 
Defiaition 2.3. Let F be an ordered transition rule on V’, with neighborhood 
{ r1, l l l 9 rk} and defining function f. A gel:zerator T for F is a subset T = 
{ r- 11' . . . 9 rJ such that f(a,, . . . , ak) = 1 where ai == 1 if ii = ij for some j, and Li!, = 0 
if if 4 for all 1. A minimal generator is a generator containing as P proper subset 
no other generator. Thus a generator descri’xs the values on a neighborhood 
sufficient to change a zero to a one. The set ?-= (0) is a generator for any ordered 
F since WGFO. If T’+ T2c{rl,. . . 9 rk) and ‘rl is a generator then so is &. 
Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9”. Define g : S’- --+ 11 
g(v) “sup (fz$<v, 9)) for v E S”-‘. 
T 
The sup is to be taken ovek all ge ators T for F; clearly it may 
over all minimal generators for F. e call g the growth junction. 
2kud. If w~Zn and (v,w)~c!+g(v), pick a generator 23 for F so g(v) = 
infreT (v,-r). Then .Eor te% (0, w++(v, w)+(v, r}sa+g(v)+(v, r)~ 
a-t&-r)+(u,r)=a. Tbm for all r&T, w+rcH(u,a) and it foIlows 
H(v, 62 + g(v))+ s F(H(v* a) +:r, 
ckmerseliy, if w e-Zz” and F(H@, a)+)(w) J 1, there exists a generator T for F 
SO w+r~H(v,a) for alli ET- Hence (v,w+t)6a for all PET, and (V,W)S 
u + (v, -r) fm afi r E T. It fokm (v, w) SG a+ g(v) and F(H(v, a)“) G 
Hb, a + g(v))+. 
To gencnI& Proposition 2S to intersections of half spaces, we need another 
concept: 
lb& Since F is ordezed and fl oex H(v, a,,)+ =G H(v, G)+ for v E X, it follows 
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4 n m, 4)t)% n mu, h + g(v))+. 
VEX UEX 
Conversely, if w EZ and w E nuex H(u, a, + g(u)), then for I’ E T, 2) E X 
{v, w+t)=(v, w)+(2), r)~a,+g(c?+(v, r>~a,+(v,--Y)+(v, a)=qJ. 
Hence the result follows. 
We conclude this sec5on by a brief review of convex se;s and polytopes, IO 
establish notation. A good reference for this material is Griinbaum [2]. 
De&Mon Z.8. A (convex) poZytope K in R” is the convex hull of fiuitely many 
points slf R”. The extreme points of K are denoted ext. K. A set 17~ K is a face of 
M if there exists a supporting hyperplane W of K so F = H n K. A face F 5; K is a 
facet if it has maximum possible dimension. If u E S”-’ is a unit vector, I;( has a 
unique supporting hyperplane rr(v, a) so Kc H(v, a). Denote by G(K, u) the face 
Kn w(u, a). 
DefinPtion 2.9. If A c R*, the polar dual of A is -4 * = (x E R” : (a, x) s I for all 
acA}. 
We shall frequently use the following facts: 
(I) A* is convex. If A is compact and 0 E int A, then A* is compact. 
(2) A** = (A”)” is the convex hull of cl A ti (0). In particular, if A is compact 
and convex and 0 E int A, then A** = A. 
(3) If K is a compact convex set with OE int I;=; the mapping (I/ defined by 
$(I;) 4 where P={y E I% :(x, y} = I for all x E F) is a one-to-one inciusion- 
reversing correspondence between the faces of K and the faces of K*. Moreover, 
q@(F)) = F for each face F of K. The faces F and fi are raid to be dual to each 
other. 
De&&ion 2.10. If X and Y are convex polytopes in R”, define for a I== 0,
a-{ax:xefl and X+Y={n:+y:x~x, YE: Y). Then aX and Xt Y are con- 
vex polytopes. kloreover, if 21 E P--l, then G(X+ Y, u) = G(X, v)+ G( Y, u). Note 
that for any X, X+ fl= 8. 
In this section we define and study the polytope W which tarns out to be the 
limiting shape. We name it the Wulff shape after C. Wulff, who recognized iis 
significance for crystals. 
3.4. Asswne g(v) :* 0 for a II! v E Sn? Then 
G ={ht,:OsXqg(v), 11:11= 1); 
Bd G ={g(q)o : fvl:= I); 
intG=(Av:O~h<~g(o).lrrl,=1J=(~ n i@#‘)U{~}. 
T I 
PM&. It is easy to verify that DT= {x ER” : Ixl”+, -v)}, But x caa be written 
1x1 u where o is a unit vector, and hence q lies in 6 if and-&ily if ?here egsts T so 
fca all If T,‘I+qv, -r). Thus G is ;as described in the len~~@, and thy rest follows 
easily since g(v)PO. 
‘ . 
33. Let ‘p : W” --#I} -+ Et” -{O} be: the inversion map cp(z> =z/izl”. If 
we regard S” as IV U{a}, that q extends to i3r homeomorphism of S” which 
interchanges 0 and 00, and ~h-kh we shall also denMe by cp. 
It is easy to verify ?hat if AL k the sphere in R” with center z and radius Ial, 
then &A -(a)] is the hypeq&rne normal to z aitid passing through zf(2 1~1”); i.e., 
q:A -{O}) = ~(2, $). 
Now let M = cp( 5” - int G). 
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RoolE. By Lemma 3.4, 
M =I q( S” - U n int DT-(o}) . 
T r 
But ;if rf 0, q(S” - int Df-{0}) is a closed half space HT containing 0 in its 
interior. Hence K = n T UrcT HT -where we may ignore generators T containing 
0. Sime 0 E int G, K is compact; so there exists a simplex A so Kc A. It follows 
K == 11’7 T UrET (en A), so K is a finite intersection of polyhedra, hence is itself a 
polyhedron _ / 
Proa~t of Theorem 3.2. Qbserve that 
W={ycR”:(y,v)~g(v) for all VES”-‘} 
=(y eRn :(y, v/g(v))< 1 for all v E Sn-*) 
={y ER” :(y, q(g(v)v))< 1 for all u E S”--‘) 
= (q(Bd G))” = 8?. 
But if V is the set of vertices of K, then V* = K*. Hence W is the intersection of 
finitely many half spaces. Since it is compact, W is a convex polytope. 
Ctdky 3.7. If g(v)>0 for all v E S”-‘, then W = (rp(Bd G))“. 
In fact, more can be said. Let Q denote the rational numbers. 
Defidion 3.8. A rational point v in R” is a point v E Q”. A (closed) rat.?mal 
half-space is a set of form H(v, a) = (x E R” : (x, v) :S a}, where ‘a E Q and v is a 
ncnzero rational point. A convex polytope is a mtional polytope if its extreme 
points are all rational points. 
It is well-known (see Griinbaum [2, p. 761) that many simple properties of 
convex polyropes are shared by rational polytopes. In particular, one may projle 
the following lemma by working in Q” and then interpreting the results in R”: 
Lema 3.9. If X is a nonvoid intersection of finitely many closed rational hall’ 
spaces, and X is bounded, then X is a rational polytope. If X is a (convex) rational 
polytope, then it is the intersection of finitely many closed rational half spaces. 
Theorem 3.80. Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9” with Wul,y shape W ad 
growth functiczn g. Assume 0 E int W. Then W is a rational polytqpe. 
mf. We retain the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Observe that H,! is a 
rational half sluace H(-r, 1). The simplex A mq be chosen to have raCorlal 
extreme points. :But then all nonen ,yty intersections of sets of form H:‘n J :irc 
rational polylcs?e:s by L,emma 3.9. Since K can be triangulatcci using a\ vcr:icc\ 
M ti w 3(J2. JRt Y = cp(Bd (W*)). We shall show that there, e;tists an 
ordered @ansitioti rule F an’P with ~owtli f&&oh g so Y = {g(& : IV\= 1). By 
Corollary 3.7 it will then follow that the WulII shape for this F is 1 
(cp( Y))* = (qo(ip{Bd (w*))p: F @I (w*))* = (w*)” = u: 
, 
I 
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Q<h<g(v). Let ‘1Tb ={w E Iv: x t: &}. We shall see that To is a generator, and 
this will complete: the proof of t’hz theorem. 
The fa&ets of W* are dual to r&e extreme points of W. Thus each face:: of W* 
spans a hypeplane P ={y : (y, w) = 1) where w is an extreme point of W. Then 
P = rr( w, 1) and it follows q(P) is the sphere in R” with center iw and radius $1 WI 
by the remark before Lemma 3.6. In particular if w is an extreme point of W, 
then the disk in ‘28“ bounded by q(PJ is EL,. 
Now for x ;hs above, k(v)21 lies on some facet of W* corresponding to 
w Eext W. Hera q7(1c(v)v) = gi t’)v lies on q(P) c D_,. Since 0 E IL,, x E D-,. 
Thus -w E 7; and To # 8. 
If nweTo I), g G then it contains a point p,t where t E S”-’ and p > g(t). Then 
cp(@) Eint W* while q(x) & W* . Hence there exists a facet hyperplane H of UN, 
dual to the extreme poim 1~;~ of W, which separates &t) and p(x). But 
0, g(j~y) E H( wo, 1) and cp(x) & H( wo, 1); hence PC lies in the same component of 
R”-q(r(wo, 1)) as m, so XED-, while ~t&D_,. But then -WOE Tj yet 
pt lm-,. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark 3.14. It is easy to see that two transition rules may have the same Wulff 
shape. 
4. Propa meeting L 
Definition 4.1. Let F be an ordered tra.2sition rule on 9” and let X be a convex 
I: olytope in R” with OE int X. Let &, . . . , K,,, be faces of X. We say K,, . . . , K,,, 
meet in X if n:, Ki # @. If Ki IS a facet of X, then there is a unique unit vector U, 
SO Ki = G(X, vi). If the Ki for i = 1, . . . , m arc: facets of X, we say they nzeef 
pr~prly (for F) if they meet in X and in addition {v,, . . . , v,,,} share a generator 
of E We say X is a Proper porytope (for F) if, whenever facets Ki meet in X, they 
meet properly . 
The significance of X being proper will be seen in Theorem 6.1; for example, 
the condition eliminates the possibilit; that new facets appear in F( X’) war 
vertices of X. 
A dual concept is the following: 
Dehition 42. Let F be an ordered trarktion rule on pn. A coilvex polytopc 
XC I?,” is proper” (for F) if 0 E int X and each facet of X shares some generator of 
F. 
It will follow from Proposition 4.5 that if X is proper* then XC’ is proper. I hc 
concepts are,-however, not exfctctly dual; if X i!, proper it need not follow that X”’ 
is proper*. 
FWM. S&e OE int X. p is a convex polytope. ‘We need only show * + AY is 
proper. Assume n;aCl G<X’@+hY~Vi)#~, where A>0 and h&A!p, Y). The 
faces G(p + h Y, q) musft all have a mmmon extreme point z, since the intersec- 
tion of faces i j a face. Since h & A(p, Y) z may be written uniquely as z = x + hy 
where x E cxt P and y E ext I5 $ince G(P -t- AY, vi)= G(P, t(i)+ AG( Y, vi) it 
bolllows that x E O(Pk, q) for i = I., . . . , k. 
Let q, . . . ,2‘E sn+ satisfy that the G(p, zi) for i == 1,. . . , r are all the facets 
ofX*csntainingx,Byd~i~fori=l,..., r there exist bi > 0 SO bizi E ex~ X and 
b,zi lies in the facet (CT of X dual to the face {x) of _?C! Since X is proper’F, CT 
shares some generator T of F. By Lemma 4.3, for j = 1, . . . , k some positive 
multiple of Dj is a convex combination of the 5iZi and hence lies in a. It follows 
that {Vi, . . . , vk) shar4: the generator 7’. 
If ;1 = 0 we may tild an extreme point x E G(.%?, vi) for i = 1. . . . , k directly, 
ati tkn -proceed %~r. above. 
The existence of proper polytopes has thus beeu reduced ‘lo the c.xistencc of 
~ro@~ po&tw, which will be yrc~ed below. 
t T’ be a generator for the ordered transition rule F on 9”. 
a : n+ 0, g(x/lxc: = in&.,, (~//xl, -r}}. Thus VT is the set of all 
~a. storm that share the generator 7 ‘, 
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LCW~ 4.7. VT U (0) is a finite union of sets, each of which is a finite intersection of 
sets of form nrcT H(r - s, 0), where s is a neighborhood vector of F. 
bf. Let x E R", x f0. Then x e VT if and only if for all generators S of F, there 
exists s E S so for all r~ 7” (xllxl, -r)a(xIIx’i, -s); i.e., x E H(r- s,.O). Let pi’ be the 
set of maps k which assign to each generator S an element k(S) = s E S. Then 
vTug J} = u n n H(~- k(s), 0). 
keK S r=T 
(Recall the convention that H(0, 0) = IV.) 
Corollary 4 13. Let Xc R” be a convex polytope with 0 E int X. Let F be an ordered! 
transition rule on 9’. Suppose that no facet of X is cut by any hyperplane 7r(r - s, O).. 
where r and s are distinct neighborhood vectors of F. Then X is proper* for F. 
ProposiOn 4.9. Let 7q,. . . , vr be finitely many hyperplane:: in R.“, all containing 
0. ‘T’here exists a convex polytope Xc R” with 0 E int X so that no facet of X is cut 
by wi for any i. 
I%mf. Choose a simplex Y in R” containing 0 in its interior. Give Y a 
triangulation K SO that Y f’I ri is a subcomplex for i = 1, . . . , r. 6). coning, we may 
assume that the only vertex of K interior to Y is 0. 
We shall obtain X by successively pulling outward. radially all nonzero vertices 
of K. The process resel .rbles the pul Iing process of Eggleston et al. [ I]. 
Fxplicitly, let vl, . . . , v,,, be the noqzero vertices of ,IK. Let Y = Yo, vi = vi’. We 
shall define inductively a sequence of c:,nvex polytopes Yj, for i= 1, . . . , m. Each 
Yj will contain distinguished nonzero points v’,, . . ,v',. TO obtain Yj+l from Yj, 
we choose 4:: in such a way that (1) vi:: lies on the ray from the origin through 
v;+~ but past v;+~; (2) the half open segment (vi+*, vale] meets no hyperplane 
determined by {vi; i = 1, . . . , m-i except possibly hyperplanes passing through 0. 
I?efine yi+l to be the convex hull of Yj and vi:::. If x E Bd Y, we let x’ denote the 
point where the ray from 0 through x meets Bd Yj- Thus the points $’ = (v,)‘+’ 
are determined. Finally, let X == Y,,. It is ea.sy to see that ext X = {vy, . . . , uz} and 
that each facet of X is an (n - 1) simplex. 
To see that X has the desired Iproperty, suppose u is a facet of X cut by T,. 
Choose x in the intersection of ri and the relative. i.nterior of 0. Let y be the point 
where the ray from 0 through x meets Bd Y. Since vi n Y is a subcomplex, y lies 
in some closed (n -2) simplex !of Bd K, with vertices uio, . , . , vi, _. But the line 
segment [y, Vi,] in Bd h’ projects from O to a line segment (not a broken line 
segment! in Bd Yr for each 1. (See Griinbaum [2; p. 781.) In particular. the 
line segment [x, vr] lies in Bd X for each i. Since x lies in the relative interior of 
a, we see VT is an extreme point of CT for j == 0, . . . , n - 2. it follows that the u::’ 
iP&Bhm 52.’ If V is* sticierit for the wfIvex pOlytOpe X and ul, . . . , @& are 
tkrz~t~ af’ V, let e = supxex (x, u,). For x E X define 
53. Let X be a ~88~33 p0lytopk in AL” wlLh is not a single p&t. If 
XER” an4 F,, n . . t Fk zre disttitii faces Of X define 
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LdmS 5.4, Let 23(X)=6,(2;Fl,. . .,Fk). Then hX. 
Proof. For ‘s: =“. 1 , . . . , k there exists y%F, so p(lz,FJ=l.&y’j. We show 2 lies in 
the convex k q.L.l of the pckts yi ; since X is convex it follows 3 E X. 
Let fi’,x) = xcsL Ix - y’(. The function f(x) is differentiable xcept where x = y’ 
for some\ i. Since f is minimized at 3, either 3 5= yi for some i or aflaXj(i) = 0 for 
all j, wbcjre xi is the jth coordinate of x. The former case being trivial, we may 
assume l “3 latter. Differentiating, we obtain 
t (+-y;w-y’]=0. 
i=l 
Hence (rk_ 1 l/\$-y’~,3=~‘,, yi//4-yi(, and f==CA,y’ where Ai=(1/1.?-y’l)/ 
{zr=, l/(3 - ~‘1). The result follows. 
The next rc,ult lets us relate the two notions of size: 
PIopoaitiOa 5.5. Let V be suficient for the convex polytope X. Then e(.)cl; V) 6 
WO. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, we ma:y write 8(X, = &(x; FI, . . . , Fk) for some x E X 
and some choice of FI, . . . , /5;c. Since V is sufficient we may Jvritc 6 = 
G(X, vi) for some vi E V, Since r\:=, Fi=p), E~(x; E~, . . . , II,) is defined. But 
if ai =suP~~X (y, vi), then II, -(& Vi)Gp(X, FJ. Hence Q(X; U1, . . . , ?lk)S 
: ,(x; F,, . * . , Fk) = S(X) and the result follows. 
P~OPOS@%?IB 5.6. Let the finite set V be suficient for each of the rttree convex 
porytopes X, Y, and X+ Y. Let ,m be the cardinality of V Tkn 
2 
f(rYf Y; V’“; min (6:(X; V), E(Y; V)). 
Pt00f. Let s(X+ Y; V)= +(x+ y; q, . . . , vk) where q, . . . , uk E V; x f X; y E Y. 
Let a,== W~z,x z, i ( U) and bi ~sII’~,,~ {z, vi). Then U+ + bi =suP~~X+~~ (z, u,) and 
EtX+ Y; V) = (l/k) xF=l (4 -(X*. lli)) + (l/k) Cy=zl (bi -(ye Vi)). 
Let A be a maximal subset ‘lsf (v,, . . . , Q) so that the fxes G(X, v) are all 
distinct fqr 2, E A ; and let E\ be i% maximal subset of (I+ . . . , ok} so that the faces 
G(Y, II) are all distinct folr v EB. Then either nuEA G(X, v) =$‘I or 
nveB G$ Y, v) = 9, sincz btherwke we would have n G(X + Y, v, ) f QI, by using 
the fact that G( X-C Y, V) = GM, ~1) + G( Y, u). 
this latter became [Ai 3 2 since nacA G(X U) = fl. The resuh follows. 
Thus, inside a round ‘IA1 about y of radius M, X looks like an intersection of half 
spaces cwresponding to facets of X that mee? in X. 
P 5‘9. Let XC R” be a cquex p&@2pe wnt&ing 
M> 0. If h(X) > M, then % is M-si@iiiedy large: 
0 in its intetior. Let 
Iplosp, IA the distiwt face& of X be G(X; t)i) for i = 1, . . . , k. Write V= 
1 h-*.9 13~) and h(v) =suP,,, (x, v), SO that X= n,,,Htv, k(v)). 
S-G y ER? We must coriz;ider two cases, depending on whether D&) n X 
is empty. 
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z&H(u~, h(&)). Since X~E H(u,, h(v,)) it follows that the line segment [z, x0] 
meets dn(uo, h(u,)) in a point u. But then [u, x,] c 0, (y) n r)oEJUIv,,l M( U, /Z(U)) by 
convexity, so by the inductive hypothesis u = x0. Hence vu0 E L, a contradiction. 
It follows tha? ‘&( y ) n n, EL H( v, h(v)) = g since A4 < c. Moreover, x0 E 
nveL G(X, v). Hence we may u.se the facets G(X, v) with u c: L in the definition 
of A&sufficiently large. 
In the second case we assume &(y)nX#@ Let T(y)={u~V:D,(y)n 
~(0, h(v)) f 8)* 
If 7’(y) = $9, then D,(y) c X since we may connect each point of &,(y) to a 
point in &(y)f\X without crossing any facet of X. Thus any single facet G(X, u) 
with m = 1 satisfies the desired properties for showing X is M-sufficiently large. 
So we may asslime T(y) # 0. Since Q&y) nX# 8, it follows that D,Jy) 
intersects some facet of X. Let G(X, w J, . . . , G(X, w,,,) be the distinct facets that 
DIM(y) intersects, where wi E V. Then 131 <S(X)< &(y; G(X, w,), . . . , G(X. w,,,)) 
whereas &,(y; G(X, w,), . . . , G(X, w,)) s M since p(y, G(X, WV,)) s A4 for all G. It 
follows that nE1 G(X, Wi)#@. But then DM(y)nX=D,&y)nn~l H(wiq h(wi)) 
since otherwise, if x;cre l t Y denote the right hand term, a point in Y which was 
not in X could be connected by an arc in the convex set Y to int X without 
crossing any facet of X 
COM@~ 530. L& XC R” be a convex polytope with 0 E int X. Let M > 0, and let 
V be sufficient fgr X. If E(X; V)> M, then X is M-sufficiently large. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 5.5. 
6, elonvergence tcot the WudB shape 
The key result swhich will be used in the proof of the main theorem is the 
f ollo3wing: 
Theorem 6.1. Let F be an ordered rransition rule on 9’ with In/u&f shape W md 
growth function g. Let M = sup Irl, where r ranges over all neighborhood vectors for 
F. Let Kc S”- be a finite set, and for each u E K, let a(u) be a positive reul 
number. Define X z= f7 vEK H(v, a(v)). Assume (1) X is a proper psly?spe for F; and 
12) X is M-suficientl!y large. Then F(X+) = noGK H(v, a(v)+ g(u))+. In partic.rlltrr. 
F(X+)+Y+ W)‘. 
Frroofy We may clearly assume M> 0. Since X + < H(v, a(v)) ’ for each z- c= K. it 
follows from Proposition 2.5 that F(X’)s nuCK H(u, a(v)+gW’. To show the* 
reverse inecluality, we assume ~~23” and YE nl)rK 19Cz~, cl(u) t- gW): w \ct’l\: 10 
prcl de F(X+)( y ) = 1. 
The proof will require sei~eral steps. 
Pm& Let Y be a convex polytope which* it;’ p+kr*. (‘Y exists by CorSary 
4,fOJ We shall choose X to hate the Corm X = aI* + b UT for some a, &‘3> i3’. ‘By 
Remark 5.7 we may choose a finite set V of unit tetiors sirmltane~usly su%cieM 
for all polytopes of form aY* + bW* Let M=sup Irl where r ranges- over .aU 
nbgMmrh& wetas of E We may ix%sum WZ (0) sirr~ otherwise the result is 
trk&!; then Aoo. 
Lzt m be a uniform tipper bound aa tile number of .distimt fmz+ of a&pope 
ap-t.bW for a, b&U. Chum h $4‘~ large that 2&Y*; V)/in.MM The set 
A &( k”?, W) is finite; choow b(, so hrge that 2b& W, V)/m > M and sgch that 
130 number &,+k lies in A&(p), W] where k is a nonnegatiw integer. Let 
X=~Y’@+b$lK 
‘Rm for p N, X+pW is pmp:r by Proposition 4.5. Moreover E(.K+ 
pl?‘; P= C&Y* t(b,,+pjkV; V)r322/~ inf(a&Y*; V), (b,,+p)e(W; Vj):>M 
by PJ. mxition 5.6. Hence X+ ~9; is M-sufficiently large by Corollary 5.10. 
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By Tkorem 6.1 it follows F(X+ pW)+ 3 (X+ (K-, + 1) W)*, and inductio,n proves 
the rest. 1 , L : ,>, 
It is now easy to see how to prove Thearem 6.4 under the additional hypothesis 
that ‘ifliz W#iY. ‘Let X be as in Lemma 6.5, and choose y = X”. If w s y and 
(ru G P, there e,xists avector T E R” and a positive number s so o G (T + SW’)+ since 
W tras interior. Zet Y=T+s~. Since w=n H(v, g(v)), F((j~w)+j=~ 
n’k?(u, pg(v) -k g(u))+ J ((p + 1) W)' . By invariance of F under translation it fol- 
lows FP(YC)~(k’+pW)‘. But +u,sY+, so FP+F%~FP(Y+), and 
(X-t-pw)” G FPo ~1 (Y+pW)+. Thus PO approaches the shape W. 
Similarly, lin the degenerate case where W =={O], we may complete the proof of 
Theorem 6.~ as fodlows: Write W = n, sc H(v, g(v)) for a minimal set C; since 
W = {0}, g(u) := 10 for all v E 67. Given o E P, choose a(v) > 0 for each IV E C so 
o 6 nvEC E&I, u(v:I)“. Then Fpw s nUEc N(v, u(v) + pg(v))’ = nueC HI(v, a( 11)) 
for all p; -smce W is compact, an application of the following Lemma 6.6 shows 
n,,&(it, a(u)) is cornpaL* and proves that the growth PO is bounded. 
lI,emma 6.6. Let u,, . . . , vk be unit vectors in S”? Suppose Q,, . . . , ak are real 
numb&s a;zd nf=, H(Vi, qj is a nonempty com.pact polytope. Then for all choices of 
real FiWlttMrS bl, . . . , bk, n;=, H(Vi, bi) is either empty or a compact pal ytope. 
PMK& If 1 ‘fzl H(Ui, bi) is nonempty and unbounded, then by Grii; ! xun [2, p. 
231 it contains a ray in the direction v starting at a puint c. Hence for A! A 2 0 and 
for +A,..., k, (C + hv, Vi) s him It follows that for all i, (v, vi) s 0. EG then if 
d E n:=, fi’(ZJi,, Ui), we have d + AV E H(vi, (xi) for all i and all A 13 0, SO 
n fGl E?(q, Ui 11 is not compact. 
The general case is a combination of the %.‘o extreme cases above. 
‘I’IB~BR~~ 6.X Let F be an ordered transition rule on 9” with Wti!l# shape W a,ed 
grow& function g. Let Cc P -’ be a finite set SO W = n,&-I’(v, g(v)). For each 
v f C, let a(v) be a positive real number. Then there exists a compact convex 
podytope Y so, for all p 30, 
n H(v: a(v>+pg(v))E Y+pW. 
U-EC 
@‘roaf, Let J be the affine hull of W, i.e,. the vector subspace of R” spanned by 
W. Let JA denote its orthogonal complement. Let K = (U E C : W c n( tl.0)). 
lV=(vEC:g(o)>O}, %=(v~C:g(u)=O}. Note Key, Let L=Z?‘--K. Finally let 
P:R” --3 JL dt:note the orthogoP4 projection. 
Ckm 1. J” is the span of K. To see Ithis, note Kc J’ trivially. Vonvcrcel);. if‘ 
.P is not the span of K, there exists a I wyNtor x # 0 orthogonal to each cicmcnt oi 
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a(v) -(x9 u)+ t(y9 u) < qgb.9. 
,I 
. \ 
.:. ;, 2, + : 
1 ,s$-x+qy)- & q w. 1 _ 
’ .?-d&im 6. Y satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 6.7. 
/ c’(ol See “this, suppose z E fi ueCH(v, a(v)+p$u)). Then R(Z)E E, and for v E K, 
(P(Z), v) = (z, v)~ a(v). Hence 
z+ty-P(z)E. n H(v, a(7i))+pg(v)+tc:y, v)-(P(z), v)) 
t>sc! 
n n m, -a w $(Y, 2’)) 
VCL 
c n m, (~+qkb)) n n ffb, 0) n n H(Q 03 
VEN VEK VEL 
=(p+q)W. 
Thus ZE Y+pW. 
PIld of Theorem 6.4. Let X be as in Lemma 6.5. Let y = X' . If w 3 y, then 
F% * FS(X+) 3 (X+ pBQ+. On the other hand, if C is as in Theorem 6.7, we may 
choose positive numbers a(v) for v E C so u s nvaC H(v, a(v)). Hence FPo =S 
FP(&,&(v, a(vj)‘)~&,H(v, a(v)+pg(v))+. If is as in Theorem 6.7, then 
it follows Fpo s (Y+ pw)‘. This proves the theorem. 
7, An extension 
Defi&ion 7.1. A transition rule F on 9” is order-preserving if whenever cr) s *r it 
follows Fu %I+. 
In this section we extend the main theorems to the study of order-preserving 
transition rules. 
QII 7.2. Let F be transition rule on 9? Write elements of 
. ‘.P OE~@’ and tr: , denote by w, the element of ?P” 
defined by q(v)== O(F: t) for v E n. The grapkt G of F is the transition rule 
on SF’-* defjned by (Gm)(u, t) = 1 if o(v, t) = 1; and (Gw)(u, t) = (Fe,._,)(u) if 
w(v, t)=O. 
The graph G is so name se, if w E 9” and we defi 
&==O for t#O, t 
(pW+x);~F~ws(pW+ Y);. 
%‘We thus reduce the theorem tc~ the following lemma: 
, 
%.Ragrrs 73;. lf W, = fl, then for sufkiently large p, (pW+ Y)j = 0. If WI Z $3, then 
(1) gkre exist5 a compact FdyEope K c R* so, for all p 23 0, p WI + K C 
QW-k x),; 
(2) there xists a compact @ylrqe Id c R” so, for all p 2: 0, (p W+ Y)p c pW1 + L. 
Run&. Let k ERR+’ be the vet2 or (0, 0, . . . ,O, 1). Thus W, is congruent with 
ri%rn tr(k, 111. 
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To prove (2) we observe that (p W+ Y& = Ua+b=p ((pW), + Yb),. Recalling that 
B + $9 = $8 far any set B, and letting A denote the diameter of Y, we see it suffices 
@F:@K& c ai# @mpaert L so fcx all p B 0, whenever Ia - p( G A, it follows 
(PWlh + Yp-a G pW1 + L. We shdl ac%tally find a round ball Q(0) about the 
drigk with radius c SO that for p sufficiently large, Wdpc WI + D,,,(O) whenever 
Ia - ~1 G 4; we may then choose L so as to contain Y,+D, (0) for all t, since Y is 
cornpz~ct, atid aIs0 to contain (pW+ Y), for finitely many special values of p. 
Si?uce W has only finitely many extreme points there exists a por;:ive number E 
so alIt. extreme points of W between w(k, 1 - E) and r( k, 1 + E) lie an n( k, 1). Let 
A4 = Vf7 H(k, 1 + Q) 17 H(-k, -1). AU extreme points of A4 lie on V( k, 1 + E) and 
?r(k, 1); let El be the set of extreme points on r( k, 1) and El+, be those on 
n(k, 1 + e). 
We shall assume p is sufficiently large that A < $t~. Assume .x E Walp where a > p, 
a -p C&E, and a --p <A. Then (x, u/p) EM., and we may write (x, a/p) = 
C&(q,l)+C~_ci(yj, a+~), where CAi+Cy=l, AiaO, /+a09 (xi, l)~El, 
(yj, I + E) E -K+,* Since a/p C 1 +e, not all Ai are zero. Let U = (C hi&)/(x Ai). Since 
x+ w,, UE WI. 
But (CA,)(x-U)=(r:Ai)x-Q:h,.~i)=x-(C~j)X-(CAi~)=C~j(yj-X). Hence 
~Ai)JX-UlS~~)D Frhere D is *the diameter of W. Since CAi+(l+E)(Cp,)= 
U/P, and E hi +E r_~p = 1, it foilows that E /+ = (U -p)/(p~) and C A, = 
(pe-a+p)/(pe). HencE Ix- uls(a -p)D/(p~--a +pj<2ADltpE). 
Let c = 2AD/c We have thus sbDwn that for sufficiently large p if a > p, and 
a - p G A, then W,, c WI + DC/JO). 
An analogous argument yields a c which works if a < p and p - a s A. Taking 
the kger of the two yields the theorem. 
8. A W remark 
The results of this paper may lbe ;;eneralized to the study of configurations on 
R" rattler than 55”. More precisely we may replace ,;P” by &, where dn is tl le 
collection of all maps tr) from R” to Z/2 (with no continuity requirements). Let 4’!” 
be the subset of 4” ccns,sting of all maps which are 0 except on a bounded subset 
oi R”. A transition ruk F: & -+ 6&K ms.y be defined as before, wi+.h the exception 
that the nei&bors rl, . . . , rk need only lie in R”. be say o s T if o(u) s T(U) for 
all ZT ERY If Xc R”, then X” E &” satisfies X’(U) : = 1 if and only if u E X, for ail 
v E&V. The definitions of ordered rules, gen :ratl)rs, growth functions, proper 
meeting, the Wulff shape, etc. remain the szme where we replace Z” by R”, .P” by 
W, etc. Ml theorems except for Theorem 3,l > and Corollary 3.1 I remain true, 
with cbviouj modifications. Theorem 3.12 is t ue without the hypothesis that all 
extreme points lie in 2”. Note that in thk c;!se, the transition rule F may hc 
regarded nc:rely as a map from the power set of ” to itself. 
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